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The Importance of Electron Correlation on Stacking Interaction of
Adenine-Thymine Base-Pair Step in B‑DNA: A Quantum Monte Carlo
Study
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ABSTRACT: We report fixed-node diffusion Monte Carlo
(DMC) calculations of stacking interaction energy between
two adenine(A)!thymine(T) base pairs in B-DNA (AA:TT),
for which reference data are available, obtained from a
complete basis set estimate of CCSD(T) (coupled-cluster with
singles, doubles, and perturbative triples). We consider four
sets of nodal surfaces obtained from self-consistent field
calculations and examine how the different nodal surfaces
affect the DMC potential energy curves of the AA:TT
molecule and the resulting stacking energies. We find that
the DMC potential energy curves using the different nodes look similar to each other as a whole. We also benchmark the
performance of various quantum chemistry methods, including Hartree!Fock (HF) theory, second-order Møller!Plesset
perturbation theory (MP2), and density functional theory (DFT). The DMC and recently developed DFT results of the stacking
energy reasonably agree with the reference, while the HF, MP2, and conventional DFT methods give unsatisfactory results.

! INTRODUCTION
Noncovalent interactions are ubiquitous and play a fundamen-
tal role in biochemistry. It is widely recognized from a
theoretical viewpoint that a major challenge in current quantum
chemistry (QC) is to properly reproduce various types of
noncovalent interactions in biomolecules.1!5 Among them,
hydrogen (H-) bonding and stacking are of key importance.
The H-bonding interaction can be described (more or less)
qualitatively in terms of density functional theory (DFT) with
conventional exchange-correlation (XC) functionals and even
Hartree!Fock (HF) theory2,3 because they can treat exchange
repulsions and electrostatic forces. On the other hand, it is well-
known that both HF and standard DFT fail to describe the
stacking interaction4,5 due to their lack of dispersion
interactions resulting from dynamical electron correlation
effects at intermediate binding regions (“medium-range”
electron correlation6). Hence a proper description of the
stacking in biomolecules requires higher levels of theory which
capture the correlation effects.
DFT is the most commonly used theoretical approach in QC

because of its excellent balance between computational costs
and accuracy.7 Typical choices of approximate XC functionals
are local density approximation (LDA),8 generalized gradient
approximation (GGA)9!11 and its extension (meta-GGA),12

and hybrid functionals.13,14 Despite their success in applications
to covalent systems, it has been shown that they are incapable
of reproducing the dispersion interaction.7 To overcome this
pathology, numerous efforts have been made to develope new
XC functionals: dispersion-corrected DFT (DFT-D),15!18 a

series of hybrid meta-GGA functionals developed by Truhlar
and his coworkers,19!21 long-range corrected DFT (LC-
DFT),22,23 DFT combined with symmetry-adapted perturba-
tion theory (DFT-SAPT),28 and so on. Although they usually
agree reasonably well with experiments or high-level ab initio
wave function theory (WFT) methods,7 it is hard to estimate
their accuracy for new or untested systems. High-level
treatment of the correlation based on WFT is needed as a
reference for calibration to assess the performance of the
functionals as well as to further develop new approximate DFT
approaches.
Among correlated WFT approaches, second-order Møller!

Plesset perturbation theory (MP2)29 is the cheapest approx-
imation to dynamical electron correlation at a computational
cost of N5, where N is the number of electrons in a system. It is
well-known, however, that MP2 generally tends to overbind
dispersion interactions involving aromatic molecules (when
large basis sets are employed).30 This failure can be empirically
improved by using MP2.5 or more general MP2.X,31 though it
involves a heavier computational cost. At present, coupled-
cluster with single and double excitations including noniterative
triples (CCSD(T))29 is accepted to provide more accurate
intermolecular interactions and hence is often called the “gold
standard of QC.” However, CCSD(T) is only applicable to
small-sized noncovalent systems because it has a scaling
behavior of N7.
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Polymorphism in p-DIB�

α-phase (Pbca) � β-phase (Pccn) �

Transition from α- to β-phase occurs at 326 K	
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Failure of Conventional Density Functionals for the
Prediction of Molecular Crystal Polymorphism: A
Quantum Monte Carlo Study
Kenta Hongo,†,z,§ Mark A. Watson,†,z Roel S. S!anchez-Carrera,† Toshiaki Iitaka,‡ and
Al!an Aspuru-Guzik*,†
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ABSTRACT We have applied the diffusion Monte Carlo method, for the first time,
to an organic molecular crystal (para-diiodobenzene) in order to determine the
relative stability of its two well-known polymorphs. The DMC result predicts that
the R phase is more stable than the ! phase at zero temperature, in agreement with
experiment. In comparison, we evaluated four commonly used local, semilocal,
and hybrid density functionals, including an empirical correction to include the
effects of dispersion. We conclude that while density functional theory may
provide the most practical method for estimating the effects of electron correla-
tion, conventional functionals which do not accurately describe noncovalent
interactions may not be considered reliable for determining highly accurate
energies in such systems.

SECTION Molecular Structure, Quantum Chemistry, General Theory

P olymorphism is the abilityofamaterial to exist inmore
than one crystalline state while retaining the same
chemical composition but potentially very different

physical and chemical properties.1,2 Recently,much attention
has beendevoted to thediscoveryand synthesis of organicmole-
cular crystals for the development of electronic devices.3-6 It
has been demonstrated that the intrinsic crystallographic
packing of these materials can strongly affect their overall
performance for this task, and a detailed understanding of
polymorphism can be of great importance.7

Here, we focus on the para-diiodobenzene (DIB)molecular
crystal. DIB stands out among organic molecular semicon-
ductors because of its remarkable charge-transport pro-
perties, having an especially high room-temperature hole
mobility (>10 cm2/(V s)).8 Moreover, it is known to pack into
two different crystal lattices, known as the R and ! poly-
morphs.9,10 Despite its importance in the field of organic
electronics, there are surprisingly few theoretical studies in
the literature which rigorously compare the two polymorphs.
Brillante et al.11 first investigated the issue in the framework
of density functional theory (DFT).12 They found that the R
phase is less stable than the ! phase by about 96 meV per
unit cell at zero temperature. This contradicts experiments
which demonstrate that the R phase is the most stable up to
!326 K.9,10 However, to the best of our knowledge, no further
theoretical studies have been carried out to accurately inves-
tigate the ground-state energies of these polymorphs. Our
intention is to study the polymorphism in terms of the relative

stability of the R and ! phases using benchmark quantum
chemical calculations.

The accurate treatment of crystallinematerials is a challeng-
ing matter for theory in general.13,14 Moreover, benchmark
studies of polymorphism confront the additional difficulty
that the energydifferences between polymorphs can be very
small (on the order of 1 meV per atom) and at the limit of
accuracy for even the most sophisticated methods. Achiev-
ing this accuracy for molecular crystals requires a careful
treatment of electron correlation to allow the proper descrip-
tion of many interaction types, such as hydrogen bonding,
van der Waals and dispersion, as well as covalent and ionic.

Currently, DFT is the method of choice for incorporating
the effects of electron correlation into molecular crystal
calculations due to its extremely favorable balance between
accuracy and efficiency. As a result, DFT studies have been
routinely used by several groups to explore the properties of
DIB, such as hole mobility.15,16

Despite its success, however, DFT has some well-known
weaknesses. For example, conventional functionals often fail
to accurately capture noncovalent interactions, as compre-
hensively shown in the recent benchmark study of Zhao and
Truhlar.17 In molecular crystal calculations, especially when
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The first application of QMC to molecular crystal systems:	
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Motivation 

•  Previous study 
– First application of QMC to molecular crystals 
– Only 1x1x1 simulation cell size 
– Finite size effects: correction by Kwee, Zhang, Krakauer 

•  a posteriori scheme 

•  Present study  
–  investigate FSEs a priori with larger cell size (1x3x3) 



Finite-size effects 
•  Periodicity of solid 

– Extrapolation to infinite size 
•  Finite size effects [1] 

– One-body  
•  Twisted-averaging scheme (for metallic systems) [2] 

– Two-body 
•  Model periodic coulomb (MPC) interaction [3] 
•  Chiesa, Ceperley, Martin, Holzmann (CCMH) scheme [4] 
•  Kwee, Zhang, Krakauer (KZK) scheme (LDA only) [5] 
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Simulation cell size �

α-phase� β-phase�

present: 1x3x3 (1,512 electrons)	

à costs 729 ( = 93) times more… �

previous: 1x1x1 (168 electrons) �



K computer �

from: http://www.fujitsu.com/global/about/tech/k/ �

2048-core parallel computing for 1x3x3 �

took about 400,000 core-hour (8 days)… �



DMC with CASINO �
•  Pseudo potential = Trail-Needs type (CASINO library) 	


–  T-move scheme	


•  Trial nodal surface	

–  LDA/GGA-PBE/B3LYP for 1x1x1 (40 Hartree cut off energy)	


–  GGA-PBE for 1x3x3 (40 Hartree cut off energy)	


–  One- & two-body Jastrow (24 & 12 parameters; varmin-linjas opt)	


•  computational conditions of DMC 	

–  1x1x1: target population # = 1,280, # of MC steps = 1×105 	


–  1x3x3: target population # = 20,480, # of MC steps = 7×103	


–  time step = 0.01 – (check time-step bias only for 1x1x1)	




Relative stability of polymorphs �
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ΔE = E(α) – E(β) (< 0; Experimentally)	




cont’d (1) �
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•  Strong dependence of FSEs on nodal surfaces (1x1x1) 
–  unreliable results within 1x1x1 
–  previous LDA case was lucky case  



cont’d (2) �
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•  Agreement between Ewald and MPC estimates (1x3x3) 
–  1x3x3 is necessary for a reliable prediction of the polymorphism 



cont’d (3) �
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•  KZK correction to LDA works well (like MPC)  



Within DFT framework �
ΔE = E(α) – E(β) (< 0; Experiment)	


LDA	
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•  1x3x3 is large enough to remove one-body FSE for QMC nodes 
•  LDA/1x1x1 evaluation of ΔE is a not bad approximation. 



T-move scheme & Time-step bias �
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w.o. Tïmove
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DMC-Ewald/LDA/1x1x1 �

•  Strong time-step dependence when without using T-move 
•  T-move is important to perform simulations efficiently  
 



Summary �

•  We have investigated FSEs in DMC simulations of p-DIB 
polymorphism using a larger cell (1x3x3) than before (1x1x1). 

•  Remarkable dependence of FSEs on the trial nodal surface 
(within 1x1x1) 
–  success in our previous work was found to be “lucky”.   

•  1x3x3 cell size is large enough to get a reliable result of 
energy difference (from a comparison of Ewald & MPC).  

•  KZK turns out to work similar to MPC. 

•  T-move scheme was necessary for stable population control 
behaviors and small time-step bias. 
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